IOO    THEORY   AND    PRACTICE   OF   EDUCATION
any sense in a child who is asked the capital of China franti-
cally hurling at the questioner the name of every foreign
capital that he knows until he comes to China on his list.
The value of speed and accuracy is equally plain. Hence
one of the first needs of the learner is such help in the
learning process as will enable him to recall at need the
relevant material with speed and accuracy. As the con-
ditions which ensure this result throw much light on the
principles underlying successful learning, as well as success-
ful remembering, it will be useful to discuss them further.
Relevancy
Briefly the main condition for recalling an experience
is interest in the problem for the solution of which it is
necessary.   If a child goes into a lesson with his mind full
of an exciting game that he has just left and is asked to
give an account of some incident which he knew last week,
as likely as not he wiH bungle his account.   But if he is
absorbed in the work of writing a play and that incident
would be useful, in all probability he will be able to recall
it with great ease; and what is more, it will seem to him
to come into his mind as easily as Ms own name would.
Moreover, interest in some problem to be solved seems
to act as a lever to the mind for facts and experiences for-
gotten for years; thus facts that we can't remember learn-
ing slip unobtrusively into our minds, sometimes indeed when
the problem for which they will offer a solution is not in
our consciousness.   Hence the value of the discussion bef care
a dass turns to the continuance of some common activity.
Many will contribute: * I have an idea „ . // I have been
thinking *, ' I suddenly thought yesterday *, &c,, constantly
introduce a statement of some remembered experience.
If the reader memorizes the following phrases;
Robin—garden
Rockery—red admiral
Oak—tits

